Consigned by Hamm Family Trust, Callao, MO, Agent

ROCK JAGGER

(Indiana Sired)

BAY FILLY; Foaled March 6, 2017; Brand 5R244

By ROCKIN IMAGE p,2,1:50.4; 3,1:48.3 ($903,424) by Rocknroll Hanover p,3,1:48.3. Sire of 4 in 1:50 — 148 in 1:55, winners over $15,000,000 including FREAKY FEET PETE p,4,1:47.1f ($1,652,309), ROCKIN GOOD (M) p,3,1:48, FRANZO p,3,1:49.1f, CANT TOUCH THIS p,4,1:50.3, MATRIX OF LUCK p,3,1:50.3, ROCK THE LOOK p,4,1:50.3, ROCK N TONY p,3,1:50.2, etc. 2018 two-year-olds include 22 in 2:00 including MEADOWBROOK CROWN p,2,1:54.4, ROCKINBYTHEBEACH (M) p,2,1:54, ROCKIN MEDICINE p,2,1:52.2, PANSY’S IMGE (M) p,2,1:53, etc.

1st Dam

WHATIFTHERESMORE

p,2,2:01.3; 3,2:00.4h ($11,789) by Cole Muffler p,3,1:54. Dam of: SPORTSMUFFLER p,2,1:54.3; 3,1:52.3 (m, Sportsmaster) ($251,874). 32 wins. At 2, 11 (7-2-2) and winner Orange & Blue (elim.; third in Final) at Balmoral, Violet S. at Maywood, County Fair Championship at DuQuoin, NICA S. at Knoxville and Henry and Illini S. at Lincoln. At 3, winner Downstate Classic at Lincoln and Ann Vonian S. at DuBourg. At 4, second in Miracle Mile LC at Vernon Downs. At 5 and 6, multiple Open winner and placed at Batavia and Buffalo. Racing and a winner 6 races in 2018.

ALWAYSALITTLEMORE

p,3,1:56.1; 4,1:53.2f-'18 (m, Always A Virgin) ($44,328). 9 wins. At 2, race timed 2:01 in only start. At 3, winner IAFS at Humboldt; second in Funicello LC at CalX and in LC at Running Aces. Now 4, racing and winner 6 races in ‘18.

TAX DEADLINE

p,2,2:02h (h, Idealism) ($19,468). 6 wins. At 2, winner IAFS at Oskaloosa, IAFS at What Cheer, 2 IAFS at Humboldt; second in IAFS at Humboldt; third in IAFS at Humboldt and What Cheer; race timed 2:01.3h. Now 3 and racing.

2nd Dam

TV Gossip


SOMETHING TO SAY


JUST A RUMOR

p,2,1:56 (m, Cole Muffler) ($8,921). 2 wins at 2. At 2, winner County Fair Challenge at DuQuoin;

3rd Dam

BOOBETUBE

p,3,2:01 ($5,155) by Tyler B p,3,1:55.1. Dam of 8 foals, 6 winners, including:

BROADCAST p,3,1:52.4; 1:51 (Abercrombie) ($562,376). 31 wins. At 3, winner leg and Final Valedictory Series at Woodbine; second in leg Valedictory Series at Woodbine, leg Youthful Pacing Series at Mohawk. At 4, winner Leg and Final Chili Factor Series; second in leg Aquarius Series, leg Chill Factor Series; third in leg and Final Cam Fella Series at Woodbine and leg Aquarius Series.

SIMULCAST

p,3,1:52.4; 1:52.3 (m, Jate Lobell) ($417,270). 29 wins. At 3, winner 3 legs and Final NYSS at Yonkers, Vernon, Batavia and Saratoga, heat Jugette, NYFS, Simpson S.; second in 2 NYSS at Yonkers and Monticello, Tarport Hap P., Reynolds Memorial; third in heat Jugette, NYSS at Buffalo and elim. Nadia Lobell P. At 4, third in leg Rancocas Series.

ROCKY ROAD

p,3,1:55.3 (Broadway Express) ($82,421). 19 wins. At 3, second in elim. and Final Downstate Classic at Decatur; third in ISOBIA S. at Springfield.

ANCHORWOMAN

p,2,1:58.2f; 3,1:57.2h (m, Jate Lobell) ($28,555). 6 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Perfecta Series at Blue Bonnets; second in 2 legs Perfecta Series at Blue Bonnets. At 3, winner 2 legs Newcomer Series at Freehold.

Network Anchor (m, Jate Lobell). Dam of BROKAW p,3,1:51.4 ($154,128).

4th Dam

SLIGHTLY STACKED

p,3,1:59.2 ($1,664) by Albatross p,4,1:54.3. Sister to TUCSON HANOVER p,1:51.3 ($1,072,623). Dam of 12 foals, 10 winners, 9 in 2:00, including:

EXPRESS GATE

p,2,1:56.2f; 1:55.1f (m, Jate Lobell) ($311,836). 23 wins. Dam of EQUINOX HANOVER p,4,1:51 ($250,460), EDISON HANOVER p,4,1:49.2, EXIT HANOVER p,4,1:52.1, etc.

ENGAGEMENTS

Indiana Sired - Indiana Sires - Indiana Sired LC